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As market economy develops in China, the number and scale of taxpayers grow 
rapidly. Forms of organizations and their management modes become more and 
more complex and diverse. Under this background, the traditional mode can not 
meet the requirements of tax collection targets. In order to meet the need of era, State 
Administration of Taxation launched a new round of reforms on the basis of earlier 
specialization management reforms. The basic thinking is to build an information 
based modern tax collection system which clarifies the rights and obligations 
of  both the collecting tax and paying tax, focus on risk management, specialization 
management and key taxation source management. 
   Under the guidance of the thinking, Xiamen Municipal Office of SAT started a 
meaningful reform exploration in October 2013 by launching pilot reforms in two 
district Bureaus. As reforms have been carried out for six months, it is definitely 
necessary to evaluate the effects and deficiency timely and propose useful solutions, 
which is also helpful for the deepening tax collection and administration reform. 
Combined with working practice in tax area, and based on the theory of tax 
compliance, the new public service and the service-oriented government philosophy, 
this thesis takes Xiamen City as an example to analyze the tax collection and 
management reforms in China. 
The article consists of the following five parts: 
The first chapter: Introduction. This part first deals with the significance of the 
topic, then introduces the research situation at home and abroad, the basic ideas and 
research methods. 
The second chapter: background and basic ideas of this round of tax collection 
reforms. This article is under the background of the economic, the social 
environment changes, uncoordinated relations between collection resources and 














thinking is to build an information based modern tax collection system which 
clarifies the rights and obligations of both the collecting tax and paying tax, focus on 
risk management, specialization management and key taxation source management. 
The third chapter: effects and problems in this round of tax collection reforms. 
From the pilot reforms in Xiamen City, we find out the preliminary effects in the 
following aspects: the concept of specialized management has been gradually 
established; the capability to control the tax sources has been strengthened; the tax 
service level has been further enhanced; the business normalization has been 
strengthened. Meanwhile, there are problems such as: the rights and obligations of 
both parties are lack of clarity; quality of tax service is not good enough; 
classification management mechanism is not perfect; the progress of informatization 
is slow; the organization setting hasn’t realized specialization and intensity; and the 
level of human resources can not meet the need for the reforms, and so on. 
The fourth chapter: thinking of deepening the reform of tax collection. On the 
basis of grassroots practice, this thesis puts forward ideas on the following five 
aspects: the basic procedures of tax collection; tax service; specialized management; 
information technology support; mechanism of supervision for law enforcement. In 
order to make the reforms progress smoothly as a whole, we should continue to do 
efforts as followings: clarifying the rights and obligations of both sides; enhancing 
tax services to optimize; improving the level of human resources; establishing 
classification management; putting forward tax information support system; building 
a sound specialized and intensive institution and so on. 
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是 1995 年明确的税收征管改革“30 字”模式，即“以纳税申报和优化服务为
基础，以计算机网络为依托，集中征收，重点稽查”的新征管模式的提出和完
善。在技术手段上把计算机技术引入了税收管理的各个环节，还提出了为纳税
人服务的新的管理理念，2004 年在 30 字征管模式中增加了“强化管理”的内
容，形成了“以申报纳税和优化服务为基础，以计算机网络为依托，集中征收，
重点稽查，强化管理”的“34 字”征管模式。 
                                                        
①
杨斌主编，《税收学》，第 715 页 
②
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